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GAME MINIATURES
Playing miniatures allowed for the traditional subbuteo circuit must be composed of the following
elements:
a) Plastic figure (all figures available on the market with rod or rod coupling are allowed, as well
as molded miniatures. Rubber figures are not allowed.).
b) Traditional subbuteo-shaped base (tilting and with upper base sharp edge) c) Inner /
disk (all plastic models on the market are allowed, both with slit and
rod and rod)
d) 10 mm metal washer (applicable only on the bottom of the base).

The bases allowed for the game are those that fall within the range of measures indicated in the
table in the appendix.
The listed elements MUST NOT BE CHANGED for any reason in their original shape / size / weight and
respect the parameters as per the specific table below.
For their assembly, glue or double-sided tape can be used. No other elements can be used / inserted
for the composition of the thumbnail

The miniatures must be painted and all depicting the colors of the same team.
• It is therefore NOT allowed to play with “neutral” miniatures (ie not painted and / or decorated).
It is NOT allowed to play with a team made up of different miniatures, both as figures (eg
walker, hw, lw) and as bases (eg mixed bases hw, lw, replica) • It is NOT allowed to play with
subbuteo bases that are not exclusively for football (e.g. rugby bases, etc ...)

INNER COVER
On the upper part of the inner / disk it is allowed to apply:
- Paint (provided that the quantity applied does not prevent the identification of the manufacturer
of the inner).

- Adhesive inner cover.
ATTENTION:
Painting of the upper edge of the base is NOT allowed, not even with transparent varnish
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GOALKEEPERS

The original HW and LW Subbuteo and commercially available replicas, bearing the following maximum
measurements, are allowed as goalkeepers.
- Figure height (including base): mm.35; - Arms
width: mm. 12.5; - Rod length: mm. 180.

BALLS
It is allowed to use only event balls with a diameter of 22 mm, both with decal application and without
decal application. In case of disagreement between the players for the choice of the two options, the
ball will be chosen without the application of decals, after the referee has certified its regular sphericity and
smoothness.

DOORS
The use of all types of plastic doors is allowed, both original and replica Subbuteo available
on the market

PLAYGROUNDS
It is allowed to use all Subbuteo playgrounds in fabric (cloth, cotton, synthetic) and Astropitch model
included in the original productions up to 1996, as well as today's REPLICA reproductions according to
the list in the appendix.
The organizer COL must ensure the uniformity of playing surfaces within the
manifestation.
For any situation other than those listed in the appendix, the organizer COL must submit a request for
any derogation to the Sports Department which will examine it, possibly requesting a technical opinion
from the FISCT Subbuteo Commission.
Traditional.

USE OF ORIGINAL MATERIAL
Undeniably the original Subbuteo base must be RECOGNIZABLE AND IDENTIFIABLE through its
characteristic irregular shape of the upper edge, as from the original production of the years 1960-1996.
Therefore, no manipulation or modification of the bases, including filing of the upper edge, is allowed
(in order to make them high equal throughout the circumference) nor any processing that modifies the
size and shape of the support plate in the field. Given the different productions over the years, HEIGHT /
FLAT / DIAMETER measures are allowed with the range indicated in the table attached.
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In case of use of original Molded bases, these are only allowed in BLUE or
RED, equivalent to Ref.1 and Ref.2 contained inside the original game boxes years
70/80. In order to reproduce this miniature, as originally planned, the bases
molded can be assembled only with molded miniatures (both original and replicas on the market)
HW, walker, scare crow and zombie.

COMPOSITION OF "HYBRID" MINIATURES
“Hybrid” assemblies made up of elements of different production, both original and
replica (with the exception of molded material as specified above). In the hybrid composition,
necessary condition is that the inner must not protrude from the upper edge of the base either
let alone go below this edge. The "weight" parameter to be respected in the assembly
"Hybrid" refers to the type of base used and indicated in the table "Usable game bases".

CHECKS AND SANCTIONS
The organizer COL will be responsible for any sample verification of the materials, also through
the use of tools and gauges to test the material. Can the COL itself make use of the support
of the Chief Referee of the event and, if present, of the elements making up the Commission
Subbuteo FISCT for the determination of material of dubious regularity.
If non-compliant material is intercepted, the COL must invite the player to
immediate replacement and report the fact on the tournament report.

USABLE GAME BASES
HEIGHT

TYPE OF BASE

SUPPORT PLATE

[mm]

OUTER DIAMETER

[mm]

[mm]

WEIGHT

[gr]

SHARK

6.40

11.00

20.50

1.9 - 2.3

REPLAY DUX & SUPERDUX

6.30

10.00

20.50

1.9 - 2.3

TOP SPIN HW

6.30

10.00

20.00

1.9 - 2.3

REPLAY CLASSIC &
SUPERCLASSIC

5.90

20.00

1.8 - 2.1

0

0

10.00
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TOP SPIN DINAMO DUX

6.30

10.00

20.50

1.9 - 2.3

ACM

6.30

10.00

20.60

1.9 - 2.3

SANTIAGO

6.30

9.00

19.50

1.9 - 2.3

LL

6.15

10.00

19.50

1.9 - 2.3

LL DUX

6.50

10.00

20.70

1.9 - 2.3

ASTROBASE SOCCER 3D HW ZEUGO HW

6.40

9.50

20.60

1.9 - 2.3

SUBBUTEO HW DUX

6.15 - 6.60

10.00

19.50 - 20.60 1.9 - 2.3

SUBBUTEO LW

6.80

7.00

20.20

1.7 - 2.0

SUBBUTEO HW

6.15 - 6.60

10.00

19.50 - 20.60

1.9 - 2.3

SUBBUTEO MOLDED

6.15 - 6.60

10.00

19.50 - 20.60

1.9 - 2.3

SUBBUTEO THE HW LEGEND

6.60

10.50

19.70

1.8 - 2.0

SUBBUTEO THE HW LEGEND

6.60

10.50

19.70

1.8 - 2.0

ASTROBASE DUX TECH

6.30

10.00

20.00

1.9 - 2.3

ASTROBASE HW PRO

6.00

10.00

19.70

6.20

10.00

19.50

6.20

10.00

20.50

FABULOUS FLICK BROTHERS TOWERS DUX
FABULOUS FLICK BROTHERS TOWERS HW
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1.9 - 2.3

PLAYGROUNDS
The following playgrounds are allowed: a)
Original Subbuteo cotton cloths up to the 1980s
b) Replica cotton cloths available on the market (as long as they have dimensions of the pitch
and internal parts equivalent to original subbuteo measurements)

c) Subbuteo Astropitch d)
Astroturf PRO - production before July 2017, i.e. without external boundary line for the playable area
e) Astroturf PRO - production in July 2017, i.e. with external boundary line for playable area
(model version with equal field and shooting area measurements a Subbuteo Astropitch) f) Any other
type of pitch on the market, in Italy and abroad as long as it shows measures

playing area and internal parts equal to Subbuteo Astropitch

The following fields are NOT allowed for the game of traditional Subbuteo, as they have different field sizes
and shooting areas than Subbuteo Astropitch:
- Extreme Pitch
- Astroturf Fast Track
- Astroturf PRO - production September 2017 (version with playing area and
shot for CDT)

MATERIAL MANAGER
In the invitation to the event, the COL must indicate a materials manager who must ensure that all the material
used, by the COL and by the players, is in accordance with the regulations in force.

This regulation cancels and replaces the previous one.
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